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What is Hydroponics?
• Hydroponics is a form of gardening that uses no soil but instead grows
plants in a solution of water and nutrients. Usually, a non-soil growing
medium is used
• A hydroponic system can grow plants and vegetables faster than
growing outdoors in soil and hydroponic systems can be used yearround
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Hydroponic History Timeline
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Hanging Gardens in Ancient Babylon
The Hanging Gardens in ancient Babylon was built by King
Nebuchadnezzar (694-562 BC)
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Ancient Aztecs and Chinampas
Ancient Aztecs in Central America created reed rafts called chinampas
to hold the soil sediment from the bottom of local lakes. Sections could
be combined to create floating islands to grow flowers and food
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Some Modern History of Hydroponics
• In 1860, Julius Sachs developed a water soluble nutrient formulation
to feed plants
• By 1900s, greenhouses started using hydroponics as a growing culture
to avoid pests & resolve fertility issues related to soil depletion
• At UC Berkeley, William F Gericke grew 25 foot high tomato vines
using only water & nutrients. He named this method hydroponics
• During WW II, US & British armies grew hydroponic crops on Pacific
Islands to feed troops
• By 1970s, modern hydroponics took off with the use of plastic for
plumbing & other parts of the system (more cost effective)
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Dr. Gericke, standing on a
ladder, harvests one of his tall
tomato plants grown in
hydroponics. Mrs. Gericke
stands below with some of the
harvest
A tomato crop grown
hydroponically by Dr. Gericke
averaged 17 lb. of tomatoes per
plant with a height of 12 to 25
feet. Nearly a ton of tomatoes
could be grown in 10 sq. feet
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Benefits of Hydroponics
• Space-saving
• Water conservation
• Water reservoir constantly oxygenated
• Reservoirs are covered to avoid evaporation
• Water is recirculated

• Greater yields
• Fewer diseases and pests
• No weeds

• Less labor
• Does not involve soil
• Faster growth
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7 Tips for Beginners
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Tip 1 Get The Best Hydroponic System
Designed for Beginners
• Hydroponic systems that growers use differ in how they operate,
equipment required, cost, and complexity of maintenance
• For beginners, a simple hydroponic system is best. Choose a method
that will make hydroponics fun and easy
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Tip 2 Choose Plants That Are Easy To Grow
Hydroponically
• Plants that are easy and quick to grow are the best for beginners
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Lettuce and other leafy greens including kale, Swiss chard, and spinach
Herbs such as basil, oregano, thyme, cilantro, and mint
Tomatoes
Cucumbers
Strawberries
Peppers
Flowers
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Tip 3 Get The Right Equipment
• Hydroponics can be easy if your equipment is easy to set up
• You can decide to go very simple and use a system that will require
readily available equipment
• A very simple system is Mason Jar Hydroponics.
https://www.gardeningknowhow.com/special/containers/hydroponicjar-garden.htm
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Tip 4 Choose The Best Medium
• Rock wool is one of the best growing mediums for hydroponics since
you don’t need to sterilize it
• You can also use coconut coir, vermiculite, or perlite. It is
recommended that these mediums are sterilized before planting
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Tip 5 Get The Conditions Right
• Different plants may need different conditions to grow
• Most edible plants require at least six hours of sunlight each day; 12
to 16 hours is better. Put your lighting system on a timer so the lights
turn on and off at the same time each day
• Ideal temperatures are between 68 and 70 degrees F. High
temperatures may cause plants to become stunted, and if the water
temperature gets too high, it may lead to root rot
• Ideal humidity is from 40 to 60 percent relative humidity. Higher
humidity levels (especially in rooms with poor air circulation) can lead
to powdery mildew and other fungal problems
• Provide constant air flow
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Tip 6 Get The Best Nutrients
• Hydroponic plants draw their nutrients from the water they grow in.
It is, therefore, crucial to get the right nutrient solution
• Hard water containing a high mineral content may not dissolve nutrients as
effectively as water with lower mineral content

• Only use fertilizers that are designed for hydroponic gardening
• Fertilizer should have the main macronutrients - nitrogen, potassium,
phosphorus, calcium, sulfur, and magnesium, as well as micronutrients - iron,
manganese, boron, zinc, copper, molybdenum, chlorine, sodium

• Use fertilizer formulated for the growing stage, not flowering stage
• Use the correct amount of fertilizer for the amount water and plants
that you grow
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Tip 7 Get A Hydroponic Beginners Kit
• Hydroponic gardening kits will let you learn how to grow hydroponics
in an easy and fun way. Get a kit and have fun growing your plants
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Types of Hydroponic Systems
• Several hydroponic systems are available, both active (use pumps to
oxygenate water) or passive(no pump). Each system has advantages
and disadvantages. What differentiates these systems is how they
deliver water, nutrients, and oxygen.
• The most common systems home growers use are:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Deepwater Culture (DWC)
Ebb and Flow (Flood and Drain)
Nutrient Film Technology
Drip
Aeroponic
Wicking
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Deepwater Culture (DWC)
• This active system requires the least amount of equipment, materials,
and tools. It does not require any experience to get started
• Plants sit on a platform floating on a nutrient solution. Roots grow in
the solution & an air pump connected to an air stone bubbles the
solution, providing oxygen
• Fill the container with water, add nutrient mix, and suspend the
plant’s root into the solution. Plants get a continuous supply of
nutrients, water, & oxygen
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Ebb and Flow System
• This active method allows you to easily add or remove plants without
affecting surrounding crops
• Plants are placed in a tray, which is periodically filled with nutrientrich water pumped out of a reservoir below
• System uses gravity to return water to the reservoir to be reused
• It uses a submerged pump connected to a timer which is set to turn it
on several times a day
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How to Build an Ebb and Flow System, Part 1
• Equipment/Tools
•
•
•

Grow light (optional)
Submersible pump
Electronic timer

• Materials
•
•

•
•
•
•

•

Bucket or basin for water reservoir
Two tubes (fill tube and drain tube)
Water
Hydroponic fertilizer (dry or liquid)
Growing tray
Stand for growing tray
Seedlings in net pots
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How to Build an Ebb and Flow System, Part 2
• Set Up the Water Reservoir
• The reservoir with water and nutrients is placed below the flood tray's stand.
Use the water for about a week. Renew nutrients when you change the water

• Connect the Fill Tube and Drain Tube
• Connect the reservoir to the tray via a fill tube & a drain tube. The fill tube
attaches to a submersible pump with a timer which controls the flow of water
up into the flood tray. The drain tube allows gravity to pull the water back into
the reservoir after flooding so that the water can be reused
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How to Build an Ebb and Flow System, Part 3
• Connect the Submersible Pump and Timer
• Set Up the Flood Tray
• The flood tray is a large, shallow container on a tall stand. Plant seedlings in
perforated pots filled with growing medium. Pots should be twice as deep as
the flood tray

• Set Up a Light Fixture
• Set up an LED light fixture above the growing tray, 6” from plants

For more detailed instructions see
bghydro.com/kbase-build-your-own-system
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Nutrient Film Technology
• Similar to Ebb and Flow System, except nutrient solution is
continuously flowing over the roots using gravity
• This active method uses tubes or channels instead of flat trays for the
grow tray. This makes it easier to set it at an angle and ensure that the
nutrient solution flows directly to the roots without wasting any of it
• The solution flows in a thin film over the roots, so they are fed but not
completely soaked. The upper part of the roots remain dry and have
access to oxygen in the air
• Best for light weight, fast growing plants
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Drip
• An active hydroponic system that uses a pump to feed the plants with
nutrients and water regularly
• Also called trickle or micro irrigation system
• System uses small emitters to drip the nutrient solution directly onto
the plants
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Aeroponic
• Aeroponic systems nourish plants with a nutrient-laden mist
• Aeroponics dispenses with the growing medium, leaving the roots to
dangle in the air, where they are periodically puffed by specially
designed misting devices
• Seeds are planted in pieces of foam stuffed into tiny pots, which are
exposed to light on one end and nutrient mist on the other. The foam
holds the stem & root mass in place as plants grow
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Wicking
• A passive form of hydroponics. Doesn’t require motors or pumps.
System uses wicking action to feed a water-based nutrient solution to
plant roots
• A hydroponic wick system is made up of:
•
•
•
•

Growing tray
Reservoir for the nutrient solution
Growing medium
Wicks

• Plants grow in a non-soil growing material such as rock wool with
roots in a nutrient solution. Part of the root system sits above the
nutrient solution, which is how the plant gets oxygen
• Best for lettuces, microgreens, and herbs
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Ctrl + Click to link to Mini Raft System video
Mini Raft System, UNH Extension

Ctrl + Click to link to the Tabletop Microgreens video
Tabletop Microgreens, UNH Extension
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Care Considerations
• Leaves turning yellow or wilting can be a sign of nutrient deficiency.
Ensure the plant’s growing solution has the correct amount of nutrients
for the plant. Overfertilizing can be as bad as not fertilizing at all
• Keep the area around the plants clean and dry. Algae in hydroponic
gardens is the geoponic garden equivalent of weeds (important to
exclude light from the nutrient solution as much as possible)
• Dispose of plant waste like dead leaves
• Don’t obsess about pH. Amount of light received is more critical
• Use seeds specifically for hydroponic gardening if possible
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Lettuce
• How to start: from seed
• Time to harvest: 30-50 days, depending on desired maturity
• Preferred pH level: 5.2-6.2
• Light Requirements: 12-18 hrs.
• Temperature: 45-70 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Lettuce Hydroponically
•
•
•

•

Stagger your planting schedule to have a steady supply of fresh lettuce
Lettuce seeds are tiny, use a damp toothpick to handle them
Using the cut-and-come-again method, you can harvest from the same plant
multiple times if you take just what you need
You can harvest early for microgreen or baby leaf lettuces
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Herbs
• How to start: from seed or cutting
• Time to harvest: about 6 weeks, depending on the plant
• Preferred pH level: 6.0-6.8
• Light Requirements: 14-18 hrs.
• Temperature: around 70 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Herbs Hydroponically
•

•
•

A single plant can be trimmed and harvested again and again
Plants may grow to be quite large
Most herbs are easy to propagate from cuttings
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Tomatoes
• How to start: from hydroponic seed
• Time to harvest: about three months
• Preferred pH level: 5.5-6.5
• Light Requirements: 8-10 hrs.- some prefer 18 hrs.
• Temperature: 60-70 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Tomatoes Hydroponically
•

•
•

•

Tomato plants tend to grow larger than you’d expect. Be sure you have
plenty of space and stay on top of pruning
May want to plant dwarf varieties
Many people prefer to grow tomatoes in buckets, which allows you to move
them easily
Tomatoes will produce for months as long as you keep the plant healthy
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Cucumbers
• How to start: from seed (use a bush variety)
• Time to harvest: 8-10 weeks
• Preferred pH level: 5.0-6.0
• Light Requirements: 12-14 hrs.
• Temperature: 70-80 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Cucumbers Hydroponically
•

•
•

Cucumbers can have problems with powdery mildew, so it is always best to
use seeds that are disease resistant and hydroponic friendly
You will need to hand pollinate cucumbers if you grow them indoors
Each plant needs about 3 ft
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Strawberries
• How to start: from runners
• Time to harvest: 2 months
• Preferred pH level: 5.5-6.2
• Light Requirements: ~ 12 hours
• Temperature: 65-75 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Strawberries Hydroponically
•

•

•
•

Hydroponically grown strawberries produce year-round
Runners can be removed from the strawberry plants and replanted if you
need more plants
Strawberry plants do not get huge
Keep strawberries at hip height or higher for easy harvesting
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Peppers
• How to start: from seed
• Time to harvest: 3 months
• Preferred pH level: 6.0-6.5
• Light Requirements: 14-18 hours
• Temperature: 70-80 degrees F
• Tips for Growing Peppers Hydroponically
•

•
•

Peppers can be paired with tomatoes as they have similar growing
requirements
Stake pepper plants to keep them upright
If you have a small growing space, pick smaller varieties or prune the plant to
8-12 inches
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Local Hydroponic Supplies
Natural Roots Hydroponics, 295 Daniel Webster Hwy, Nashua (across
from Pheasant Lane Mall)
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